We address the problem of finding the K best path trees connecting a source node with any other nonsource node in a directed network with arbitrary lengths. The main result in this paper is the proof that the kth shortest path tree is adjacent to at least one of the previous (k−1) shortest path trees. In this paper, we consider the K shortest path trees problem as the problem to determine the K best basis trees (solutions) of the classical mathematical formulation of the SP problem.
The shortest path (SP) problem in a directed network of n nodes and m arcs with arbitrary lengths on the arcs, finds shortest length paths from a source node to all other nodes or detects a cycle of negative length. The SP problem appears in many important real cases and there are numerous algorithms to solve it (see, for example, Ahuja et al. [1] ). The mathematical formulation of the SP problem lets the solutions of the SP problem be characterized by path trees, that is, a tree containing only one directed path from source node to any non-source node. The determination of the optimal path tree (shortest path tree) can be efficiently determined by Bellman-Ford-Moore (Bellman [3] , Ford [7] , and Moore [21] ) label-correcting algorithm achieving the best strongly polynomial running time of O(nm).
In this paper, we consider the K shortest path trees problem as the problem to determine the K best basis trees (solutions) of the classical mathematical formulation of the SP problem.
The determination of the K shortest paths in a network has a wide range of applications. Some of them are cited in Eppstein [8] . We are unaware of any previous references to this problem in the literature. A proof is offered which shows that the kth best basis tree is adjacent to at least one of the previous k−1 best basis trees. In other words, the kth best solution is obtained from one of the previous best solutions by exchanging an arc in the basis tree for an arc outside of the basis tree. This result allows an algorithm to be designed running in On the other hand, this problem is similar to the K shortest simple paths problem. This last problem has been the subject of a large number of references in the literature. We can chronologically cite Hoffman and Pavley [15] , Pollack [23] , Yen [25, 26] , Lawler [18] , Katoh et al. [17] for undirected networks, Perko [22] , Brander and Sinclair [4] , Martins et al. [20] , Hadjiconstantinou and Chirstofides [12] , Martins and Pascoal [19] and Hersberger et al. [14] .
The best bound to solve the problem in directed networks is reached in the early paper of Yen [25] . Yen's [25] algorithm runs in . An extended bibliography of several K best shortest path problems is available at <http://www.ics.edu/~eppstein/bibs/kpath.bib>. We claim that the theoretical results from this paper can be an initial and alternative point of view when considering its application to other K best combinatorial optimization problems. The structure of the paper follows. Section 1 presents the linear programming formulation of the SP problem and the K shortest path trees problem. In section 2, we introduce the foundations which the algorithm is based on. The adjacency property between the kth best solution and some of the previous best solutions is proved. Section 4 contains a detailed pseudo code and an explanation of the proposed algorithm and some procedures. Moreover, the worse case time and space theoretical complexity of the algorithm is proven. Finally, in section 5, we offer our conclusions, lines of future research and open problems.
THE SHORTEST PATH TREE AND THE K SHORTEST PATH TREES

PROBLEMS.
Given a directed network G = (V, A), let V be the set of n nodes and let A be the set of m arcs. The network has a distinguished node s, called the source node. For each arc A j i ∈ ) , ( , let be its length and
. The length of a directed path is the sum of the arc lengths in the path. The shortest path tree problem consists in finding a shortest length path from node s to every non-source node
or in determining a negative cycle, that is, a directed cycle of negative length. 
0,
The above problem is a special case of the minimum cost network flow (MCNF) problem.
The network simplex algorithm can be used to find the solution to the above problem by taking advantage of the fact that any basic solution of the MCNF problem is a spanning tree of G. Moreover, every feasible spanning tree T is non-degenerate, i.e. ,
. Therefore, the network simplex algorithm will never perform degenerate pivots for the SP problem. In addition, all feasible spanning trees are trees rooted at node s such that the unique path in the tree from root node s to every other node is a directed path. We refer to these spanning trees as directed out-spanning trees. Note that in this kind of tree, each node
has only one node predecessor in the tree ( )
Distance labels of the nodes (negative dual variables) corresponding to a basis tree T are also obtained by setting and solving ( ) 0
given a basis tree T, we define the reduced cost
Let X be the convex polyhedron defined by constraints (2) (ii) Every vertex of X has associated only one directed out-spanning tree.
In the rest of the paper, we refer to a directed out-spanning tree as tree (or basis tree). Let be the value of the objective function associated with the basis tree T. We 
or, equivalently, . Once a pivot is performed, the distance labels in
′ are updated in the following way:
For an optimal tree , we obtain the following optimality conditions:
or, equivalently,
∈ . These inequalities are called Bellman's optimality conditions.
The K shortest path trees problem consists in determining the K best solutions of the problem (1)-(3). In other words, identifying the K best basis trees with
and for any other basis tree
FOUNDATIONS.
In this section, we introduce and prove the basic results to the efficient resolution of the K shortest path trees problem. 
with u v ≠ ; (3) These arcs define the smallest number of simplex pivots to obtain T from T, and the order in which these simplex pivots are performed is irrelevant. ′ Proposition 1 indicates that to obtain an optimal basis tree from any basis tree T, we must choose a set of
. Given any basis tree T, we use the term multiple pivot for the operation where p < n arcs are entered simultaneously in T, satisfying proposition 1.
v ≠
We now need to obtain the best basis tree T ′ , that is, the basis tree with the smallest objective value
, from the basis tree T with all its non-tree arcs with nonnegative reduced cost (for example an optimal basis tree
To do so, we must investigate which p n < arcs that satisfy proposition 1 lead to the smallest increase in the objective function of the SP problem when they are introduced into the basis tree T, thereby obtaining the basis tree T . We must investigate the value of the objective function when a multiple pivot on basis tree T is made in order to identify this set of arcs. In case A1), we conclude that
In case A2), we have that
In case A3), we conclude that
In case A4) we obtain the same conclusions as in case A1). In case B1), we obtain the same conclusions as in case A3).
In case B2), we have a special situation: a basis tree has not been obtained by making a pivot only with the arc because
From the above comparisons, we arrive to the conclusion of the lemma.
Given a basis tree T, we denote by a subset of arcs of A\T and
(the set of nodes adjacent to node i in the directed graph (V,
. We do not consider in the previous minimum the arcs ( , such that )
with any of these arcs does not allow us to obtain a basis tree. Then, we obtain the next result.
Lemma 2. Given a basis tree T with a set of arcs ( ) A T with non-negative reduced cost. Let be the basis tree obtained from T making a simplex pivot with the arc .
Then any arc in the set First, we must consider the next cases to verify the sign of each arc ( , 
c T c d T d T c d T d T c T c T c T
Then, only the previous cases 1 and 2 must be considered, since case 3 is not possible, because if and , then . Therefore, using similar arguments it is proved that From the previous results, we can establish the following: 8
Lemma 3. Given a basis tree T, let T ′ be the basis tree obtained from T making a multiple
pivot with the arcs ( ) { } Proof. Let be the first best basis tree, that is, an optimal shortest simple path tree.
Clearly, any arc in
has a non-negative reduced cost and G does not have negative length cycle. Otherwise is not an optimal shortest path tree. From Lemma 3, we obtain a second best basis tree by making a simple simplex pivot in with the arc . Clearly, is adjacent to basis tree . Now, let 
Otherwise, if equals then is adjacent to and we set
Note again that from Lemma 2, any arc in the resulting set of non-tree arcs has a non-negative reduced cost and, therefore the conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. Therefore, by induction it is proved that
where T ′ is the basis tree obtained from the pth best basis tree by making a simplex pivot with the entering arc
. In other words, the theorem holds.
AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR THE K SHORTEST PATH TREES
PROBLEM.
This section introduces an algorithm to solve efficiently the K shortest path trees problem.
We begin introducing additional notation.
Given a basis tree T, the proposed method uses distance labels and the predecessor 
(1) For all do
Additionally, we associated a subset of non-tree arcs ( ) A T with each basis tree T. For each calculated basis tree , the arc
calculated and it is stored together with the index p indicating the associated pth best basis tree in a heap using as key the value ( ) ( ) ( father sons
The previous procedure is called by the next procedure:
The procedure CBTA is called with
where is an optimal tree and the index k of the basis tree to be constructed. The output of this procedure is and with some arcs marked as ineligible. Line (1) 
CONCLUSIONS.
From this paper, we conclude that the K shortest path trees problem has the same difficulty as the K minimum spanning trees problem (see Katoh et al. [16] ). This result is possible since in both problems, the kth best solution is adjacent to at least one of the k−1 best previous solutions. Thus, we design a similar algorithm that takes advantage of the pivot (exchange) operation for the basis tree of the shortest path tree problem formulated by constraints (1)-(3). problem. An early result for the K best minimum cost flow problem was derived by Hamacher [13] . Moreover, since the shortest simple path between a pair of nodes is a particular case of problem (1)-(3), we ask ourselves if it is possible to modify the proposed algorithm to obtain an efficient algorithm to solve the K shortest simple paths problem? If the answer is affirmative, the bound of Yen [25] will be significantly improved. On the other hand, the results addressed in this paper are fundamental to develop new algorithms for the multiobjective shortest path problem from one source node to all other non-source nodes in a network (see Azvedo et al. [2] and Climaco and Martins [5] ).
